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WHO WE ARE
We are a lifestyle brand for today’s adventurous youth!

Here at Grom Squad we believe that free time is best spent outdoors, being active, and 
experiencing childhood (& parenthood) unplugged. Gone are the days of putting kids in bonnets, 

bucket hats, and lame T-shirts.  We strive to bring that “Grom” lifestyle to life through our 
assortment of kids trucker hats and cool apparel. We keep our designs fun, fresh and original

as unique as your Grom’s personality-  Our hope is that your Groms find our goods so 
comfortable, they will want to wear them all day long as they play, explore and adventure!  

We are happy you are here. 

WELCOME TO OUR SQUAD!

Mini:Mini:    6  - 18 months

Big:Big:      18 months - 5 yrs

Super:Super:  5 - 10 yrs

    (45 - 49 cm)

    (49 - 53 cm)

    (53 - 57 cm)

Hat Size Chart
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EndLess Summer

Available in:

Chasing Sunsets

Available in:

Ocean Soul

Available in:
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Hello Sunshine

Available in:

Hippie Soul

Available in:

Seashells

Available in:



Flamingo Party

Available in:

Beach Bum

Available in:

Mermaid Off Duty

Available in:
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girls additional styles

SWEEt sunshine Aloha hawaii

Mermaid life

wildflower chasing rainbows SURFER girl

PALM heart smile all day CA License plate
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Good Vibes

Available in:

SKelly Surf

Available in:

Radical Ray

Available in:
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Surf Rock Repeat

Available in:

Surf Camp

Available in:

Big Wave Rider

Available in:



Wave Chaser

Great Outdoors

Available in:
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Available in:

Grom Patrol

Available in:
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BOYS additional styles
visit our website for the most up to date style offerings

meet me at the beach

ALOHA DROP

Local

SEa, Sun, Surf GROM BOARDSshaka wave

no worriesdude ocean legend

keep it reel
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p r i va te la b el
name drop program

Looking to print your shop logo? 
Or maybe you just want to add a store name &/or location to an existing Grom Squad design

Let’s make it happen!

Size Chart

Mini:    6  - 18 months

Big:      18 months - 5 yrs

Super:  5 - 10 yrs

    (45 - 49 cm)

    (49 - 53 cm)

    (53 - 57 cm)



visit our website for the most up to date style offerings
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L IFEGUARD STYLES

PALMS SHARKY tropics

Our Grom Squad
Lifeguard Hats come 

in six styles.
12 unit minimum, can be 

split between designs. 
Youth sizing, one size fits 

most 2-10 years.

*subject to availability

FLOWER POWER HANG LOOSE American camo



www.gromsquadusa.com
info@gromsquadusa.com

(844) 760-4766
@gromsquad_usa


